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“If there is one language that is universal, it’s dance,  
particularly folkdance.” Benjamin Watson 
 
Whenever I think of communication, I know that it 
is my body language that gives more messages than 
what I say.  Which is why I believe, that when we 
folk dance, we can express more than we think we 
do.  I found this true  especially when travelling 
around the world visiting many folk dance groups.  
Even without words, my wife and I, were enabled to 
be understood for our enjoyment of folk dancing, 
despite in some cases, not being able to know the 
local language.  This form of communication, drew 
us together with the people we met and forged a 
bond that still endures today, though many miles 
may separate us from those people we met while 
dancing overseas. 
 
My memory is particularly poor when it comes to 
naming a particular folk dance.  To overcome this, I 
found naming dances with an unusual word assisted 
me to recall key steps of a folk dance.  To the 
dismay of purists amongst us, I was oft requesting 
dances based upon the funny term I had made up to 
recall a dance.  As an example, if the request for 
“Plonk” was listed, others knew that I was referring 
to “Me’Ever Lanahar – from Israel” named because 
of a distinctive first step in the dance.  Similarly, 
when learning “Hora De La Tulnici (Rumania) we 
adopted the term “Diddle Diddle Dum”, referring to 
a particularly difficult step in the dance, which in its 
own way, rechristened the name of the dance for 
memory recall by our folk dance group. 
 
All in all, my folk dance experience is peppered 
with strange identifying language, which evokes a 
lot of funny looks and smiles of recognition at the 
teaching moments which began them.  Actually, if I 
have difficulty remembering a dance I just fudge it, 
which can occur frequently, so you might say my 
best dance is “The Fudge” but always performed 
with a wary smile. 
 
This has been one way that I have been engaged in 
my Folk Dance Journey, what is yours? 
 
Enjoy your folk dancing, one small step at a time… 
 

 
 

VITOSHA INTERNATIONAL 
FOLKLORE FESTIVAL 
 
Sofia was particularly colourful over the last days of 
July due to an exciting even  
T, the Vitosha International Folklore Festival.  This 
was a competition festival, therefore the level of 
dancing was very high and of course as well, the 
Choreography, costumes, music etc. Was taken into 
consideration by the judges.  MTsvervali Ensemble 
from Georgia won the Cup this year and certainly 
deserved it.  However, I think it would have been a 
difficult decision for the judges as all the groups 
were fantastic. 
 

 
Georgia 
 
The Festival was organized under the auspices of 
the FIDAF Federation of international dance 
festivals and Mr. Nestor Nestorov, art director of 
Sofia 6 Folklore Ensemble.  Each year groups from 
different countries are invited to participate. 
 
On July 23rd Zornista Folklore Endemble had been 
asked to show Bulgarian dances to the participants 
and multicultural audience.   
 

 
Bulgaria 
 


